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Plot.003, An introduction to furries in Shadowrun.

	This part of the campaign plot deals with furries and with three seperate settings.  The 
Shadowrun settings are:

Setting.006	New Orleans, CAS
Setting.007	Centrale Aztlan
Setting.008	Wormhole One


Overview

	Imagine what would happen if someone decided to bring slavery back.  Ask yourself the 
important questions.  Who would buy slaves?  Who would need slaves?  Who would develop slaves?  
Who would be the slaves.

	Buyers are easy.  HMHVV infected individuals could buy food -- no problem with 
governments or police.  Paramilitary organizations could buy cannon fodder.  The rich could buy 
servants.  The depraved could buy victims.  There is always a market for slaves.

	In any sort of sane society, where would slaves fit in.  How would slaves come about  -- when 
those who are to be slaves are sold as those who aren't really human.  The cover would be claiming 
that the slaves are really just bioengineered animals with enough intelligence to follow orders and 
(enough humanity to provide essence) enough matching the human blueprint to be estheically 
satisfying and attractive.

	And chummer, if you've been watching the genesurveys done on awakened critters, you know 
it is easier to do than it looks.

	It is just a matter of substitution.  The project would start with a human genemap and graft 
on enough substitutions of sub-systems so that the resulting body doesn't look human enough for a 
bought government not to look the other way.

	The CAS government is a good one to buy -- too busy with its problems and its economy to 
pay too much attention where money is concerned.

	After all, the new creatures are just property and the governements and locales are "old" 
Louisiana and Centrale Aztlan -- neither places known for strict police inspection standards.

	Successes you can sell.  Failures you can dump in the Aztlan desert or feed to your HMHVV 
(human-metahuman vampric virus) infected clients.  Failures can live long enough to die.

	For a simple example, take a female human genemap.  Replace the skin sectors with a 
translated cat's skin.  A woman steps from the vat with a cat's fur.  She doesn't sweat well, cramps 
up, but lives long enough for an essence feast.  The HMHVV customers add to the profit margin every time they eat the mistakes.
 	When the finished embryo lives after it comes out of the vat, you replace the brain with a cat's 
brain (simple vivisection here) and add in some skill-softs.  Then you advertise and parade this 
product in public to decision makers and cops.  Show them the cat's brain (under a plastic window 
in the skull), tell them that all the skills and seeming humanity is just genengineering.  Stow the thing 
in the dark before it fails.

	Then your corp can sell the real product.  Cats and other custom animals for servants.  Tigers, 
boars and bears for soldiers and bodyguards.  Other animal types for other tasks.

	And dirtier, Minks for HMHVV feeding breeding pools.  Linx and Minx for servents and 
toys.  These will have just enough humanity that the essence has value, but a faster, cheaper and safer 
breeding pool that feeding off of humanity as found in slums.

	Of course shamen won't like you -- but they hate the corps.  Bear, Cat and Tiger especially 
will hate you.  The solution is easy, you just hire some corrupt insect totem shamen from the 
Universal Brotherhood.  

	The Wasp Totem has a secret that lets non-mages become Wasp shamen.  They go crazy after 
a while, out preying on people as unholy bandits, but they last long enough.  And if it is true that the 
shamen are really possessed (not gaining magic, just becoming channels for a spirit who eats them 
like Wasp larvae eat others), hey, you can blame that problem for the bad P.R.  You're just a victem 
too.

	On top of it all, toss in a wormhole generator.  After all, while some of the projects were 
enhancing bodies, at least one enhanced minds.  True slaves to research you might call those furries.  
Publish or perish has a new ring to it when your supervisor/section chief is HMHVV afflicted.

	This scenario is ripe for explosion and for discovery.  It is set up so that the player-characters 
wade into this mess.  They see a couple sites from the outside (while viewing the world) and then 
get drawn into a final showdown after this renegade operation crosses Aztecnology (who doesn't like 
insect totems and who really hates people stealing their genengineering data).

	After all, slaves do revolt now and then, Wasp can never remain controlled, HMHVV types 
are not big with self control and renegades can't be trusted.

	The scenario sets up for a swirling line, the slaves preparing for a revolt, HMHVV types 
stalking each other and the other leaders and datapirates ready to run for it.  It lets you add as many 
or as few furries as you would like into Shadowrun.

	Heck, toss in a carrier virus and you can have a furry plague or two where everyone becomes 
a furry as their DNA is altered by the carrier virus load. 

Hook for player characters.

	Following the Coos Bay deal the characters will have some misc. chips and data stores.  A view-over will determine that the original "Mr. Johnson" had his own game going on the side.  (You 
can use any deal where the characters find themselves in Coos Bay with thier Mr. Johnson doa).

	Not only was the Mr. Johnson looking for genelines suitable/likely to become dwarves (as 
per the contract), he was looking for a particular pattern of genelines unrelated to dwarven 
metahumans (but succeptable to carrier virus transformations.  Seems like someone was looking for 
a faster way to make furries for sale).   

	Something smelling of slavery is going on in the Confederated American States.  It is all in 
his misc. notes as to why he needed the data lines.

	The "new" Mr. Johnson is willing to hire the team to find out more of what is going on (and 
get the data back while obtaining stealing some more).

	The characters will travel to the connection point in the notes.  It is in New Orleans.  There 
they will discover a renegade scientific project at the address they have.  The project will be 
destroyed by Aztecnology corp raiders in a nasty firefight that the characters will witness.

	Sorting through the scraps they'll find the address of the core base in what used to be Mexico.  
The base will have cut off all datalines (no easy matrix access).  They'll also hear rumors that the 
project involved not slaves but trained animals.

	Travelling South they'll come accross some awakened animals and plants, meet some insect 
totem shamen (wasp) and some half-human, half-animal creatures.

	The Core Base will be in the process of evacuation when the characters finally arrive.  
Aztechnology and the "civil" government are closing in.


Sidelights for the PCs.

	This plot allows the characters to travel, meet some interesting locations, add to their 
contacts, and have a really scarey mess at the very end.  It also lets you add some furries to your 
campaign -- somewhere between .05% and 100% of the characters.


Typical Use of this Scenario

	A typical run could go as follows:
 	Scan chips not delivered to old Mr. Johnson and look through his notes to find his contact.

	Call from new Mr. Johnson.

	Review of data lines and notes.

	Request for data raid to CAS to follow-up on what is up.
	Trip to CAS.

		Bandit encounter on way to CAS.

		Wasp Totem encounter on way to CAS.

	Arrive New Orleans.

	Detail city.  Let the PCs experience a cyberpunk/magic New Orleans with lots of spirits and 
watchers.

	The true trolls (second stage HMHVV in Trolls, sentient and strong Dzoo-Noo-Qua with 
scales instead of dermal deposits) of New Orleans come in about now.

	A clinic is doing research on the three retroviruses:

		a-	vampires/banshees/wendigos/****/true trolls
			(HMHVV in various species)(**** for dwarves)
		b-	elves to orks; dwarves to trolls; etc.
			(the degeneracy retrovirus form)
			(correction, dwarves to darrows, elves to leshy,
			merfolk to merrows, etc.)
		c-	type two essence drainers 
			(that "virus similar to HMHVV")
			(bandersnatch, loup-garou, etc.)

	It turns out it is run by a vampire doing bio-assays and making vampire trolls.

	Worse, there are slave sales at the vampire/troll house.  It is at the address the characters have 
for the old Mr. Johnson's outside contact and is codenamed "pipeline."  It is also the sale site for 
Custom Domestic Pets, a genengineering firm.

	Rumors, link/pipeline to a site known as Core Base where CDP is said to have its 
manufacturing location.

	Rumor also reports stolen tech, breach at Aztechnology's local research center.

	While the characters are investigating all of this there is an Aztechnology raid.

	The raid is in extreme force.

	Calling card left.
 	Police decide to call on characters to determine relationship with the troll house.  The New 
Orleans police are worse than Humansclub Politicos.  

	Characters get a warning, the word is out on the net and on the street that the official blame for the entire dust-up is coming down on the characters.

	As things seem to be getting tight, their Mr. Johnson has arranged for a ship out of town.

	The characters leave before police arrive.  If you are so inclined, have it be a fighting 
get-away, but the characters should get out long before the police get there (in New Orleans you pick 
a victim to blame and then try him or her in absentia.  The problem is solved and one more 
troublemaker never returns).

	Stage Two "Pirates of the Caribbean."

	Another Wasp Shaman (a pirate) &
	a few insect water spirits

	Other sea type encounter (Merrows?)

	The sea trip ends at Centrale Aztlan, the characters arrive at shore.

	They make their contact for overland convoy travel to "Core Base"

	Sand trees, sand orks, metaplants and metahumans.  The sand (or desert adaptive) orks are 
designed to mislead the characters as to the nature of the furries they meet.

	Another insane Wasp Shaman & bandits.

	More sand trees.

	Half-human, half-cat people
		semisentient
		no language

	Half-human, half-tiger people
		feral
		no language

	More sand trees.


	Core Base.  "The Empire Strikes Back."

	As the characters arrive, they see a heavy evacuation going on.

	Heavy air & land traffic is headed out while military vehicles (panzers and such) form up a 
rear-guard and screening force.
 	There are heavy weapons emplaced.

	Confusion.

	In the confusion the characters can penetrate the evacuation and go along for the ride, or the 
characters can follow the exodus along from a distance.

	As soon as they make up their mind, Aztechnology (the Empire, so to speak) begins it's 
assault.

	The assault begins with probing forces, mostly awakened animals.

	Next are Aztlan military vehicles (clearly marked) and some corp. panzers.

	Behind the panzer screen are heavy ground forces incoming and lots of heavy 
communications chatter.  It should be obvious on all fronts (magic, mundane and cyberspace) that 
a major assault is shaping up and the characters need to move it or lose it.

	The bad guys run for it.  So should the characters.

	Big dust up in the background.

	To XXXX [the wormhole site].

	The characters should penetrate easily in the confusion.  It is a hellacious mess.  The 
HMHVV types begin feuding in public, and sending daggers in private.  At least one will make the 
characters an offer to attack another.

	Genengineered types begin forming own power block, those slave troops aren't loyal to their 
creators.  The characters may be approached by at least one furry.

	Next the magical level comes alive as the Wasp Shamen begin feuding with each other and 
other magic users.  They are all full blown insane.  They'll offer unintelligible rewards to all adepts 
and initiates who'll help them, threaten strange penalties (never again to sleep in paper, never again 
to know the warm thrusting reception of foulness.  You'll be cursed to always be clean and to never 
know filth if you fail to aid me, sorts of things).

	Then the mess explodes.

	In the explosion the furred humans try prepare to exit via the wormhole. (an anolomy)

	The power blocks each grab a control center (food, power, vats, secondary power, troop 
concentration, etc.) and each claims control.

	Sorcerous duels begin, Astral assaults become intense, mostly on weird things (all the paper 
becomes a series of targets for makeover and purify attacks).

	The decker group forms up a link group for an attempted mass datasteal.  Every decker on the net is invited to take what they can and run with it.  (It is almost all worthless bits and parts, the 
good stuff is still under ICE).

	Then probing forces from Aztechnology appear.  These signal the end.

	The characters should now escape.  If they've moved smartly they have data, some saleable 
tech, a furry friend or two, and some insights.

	The GM can also choose this moment to move all the furries out of his or her campaign (via 
the wormhole), establish a permanent connection with other worlds (via the wormhole), make all the 
characters furry (via the mutavirus) or let a few furries into the campaign (they go with the characters 
while the rest go down the hole).

	That's right.  This scenario lets the GM do anything from getting all the furries out of his or 
her campaign to making the entire campaign furry.  The wormhole can collapse or become stable.  
It can be large enough for two-way transport or can become a one-way blind door.  The characters 
can come out of this any place from essence drained and mind-blasted hulls eaten out by wasp larvae 
to daring and successful shadowrunner, once again threading the seam.


